
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

Fort William First Nation Misinformed 

Thunder Bay, ON, May 31, 2011 – Following a community meeting at Fort William First Nation, Horizon 

Wind Inc. is expressing their concern today about the amount of misinformation being deliberately 

provided to members of the community. 

Horizon officials were in Fort William First Nation last night to listen and receive comments from the local 

membership and were saddened to witness emotional and frustrated members who are upset about what 

they believe to be the potential impact of the Big Thunder Wind Park.  

Horizon Wind CEO and President Anthony Zwig says; “What we witnessed last night was that a number 

of Fort William First Nation members have been misinformed… people were telling us that our wind 

turbines are going to be located on top of Mount Mckay; that we plan on draining the Loch Lomond 

watershed, that children will no longer be allowed to enjoy their traditional pastimes on the mountain, that 

we will pollute the air and cause cancers…and more.  These are absolutely false statements and we do 

not want to see people being falsely upset.” 

More than half of attendees at the meeting that took place at the Fort William First Nation community hall 

were members of Thunder Bay’s Nor’wester Mountain Escarpment Protection Committee. 

Zwig continues; “I was particularly surprised at the response from the community given that Fort William 

First Nation has been pursuing their own renewable energy projects for some years and is known to be a 

progressive community. I do however believe that there is a way forward and we want to start by ensuring 

that people get the opportunity to receive accurate project information. Only then can they truly make their 

own decisions whether they are in support or against the project.”  

Horizon officials in attendance at the community meeting were not provided with the opportunity to speak, 

or correct any misinformation.  Project Coordinator, Nhung Nguyen was denied the opportunity to make a 

presentation she had prepared to help explain the project, its location and its potential impacts on the Fort 

William First Nation.  

 



Some of the major concerns that Horizon would like to correct are the following: 

Concern: First right of refusal 

Response: Horizon is leasing the lands.  A lease does not nullify Fort William First Nation’s rights,  

  and Fort William First Nation can still buy the lands. 

Concern:  Proximity to Loch Lomond  

Response:  Horizon moved turbines 3 football fields away from Loch Lomond  

Concern: Impact on moose hunting 

Response: Horizon has invited Fort William First Nation hunters to a meeting. The company has  

  identified moose habitat was 4km away from nearest turbine.  Studies show minimal  

  impact (Vermont, Quebec, Maine, British Columbia, Nova Scotia).  

Concern:  Power line corridor  

Response:  Horizon has removed the corridor proposal that had power lines cross the Fort William  

  First Nation Reserve. 

Concern: Turbine #12 

Response: Horizon has checked the land registry maps, and confirms that turbine 12 is not on  

  Fort William First Nation property. 

Concern: Site access near wind farm 

Response: Horizon will not build fences around turbines; site access is controlled by the land  

  owner, the City of Thunder Bay. 

Concern: Blasting 

Response: Blasts will be designed, checked, and approved by a qualified engineer to ensure safety  

  and proper procedure. 
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